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We have measured the conductivitysxx of GaAs/GaAlAs Corbino devices under nonequilibrium conditions
in the quantum Hall regime at low frequencies from dc up to 10 kHz. At very low frequencies up to 10–20 Hz,
sxx shows a steep decrease from its dc value towards a reduced saturation value. Measurements of the
temperature dependence ofsxx from 70 mK to 4.2 K revealed a dominance of a conductivity with a tempera-
ture dependencesxx,exph−sT0/Td1/2j typical for variable-range hoppingsVRHd at temperatures below 1 K
and an additional contribution of thermal activation above 2 K. The characteristic temperatureT0 as deter-
mined from the VRH-like temperature plot of the conductivity showed also an increase with the frequency and
a pronounced decrease with increasing voltage below the breakdown of the quantum Hall effectsQHEd. We
attribute these results to an effective suppression of the delocalization of electrons in alternating external fields
due to a reduced heating and scattering between localization centers. The time scale for this process can be as
long as 100 ms. Our data show that the background conductivitysxx at subcritical voltages affects the critical
voltage for the breakdown of the QHE.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The conductivity mechanisms in Landau-quantized sys-
tems were widely investigated both experimentally and theo-
retically for the last three decades. In particular, the relation
between the localization lengthj and the effective scattering
lengthLF near the mobility edges of the Landau levelsi.e., in
the plateau-transition regiond was addressed in the scaling
theory.1–5 Various experiments were dedicated to the univer-
sality of the scaling exponentssee, e.g., Refs. 6–8d. Measure-
ments of the transition region between quantum HallsQHd
plateaus up to frequencies in the GHz range revealed the
universality of scaling exponents up to these frequencies,
concomitant with a reduction of the plateau width at higher
frequencies.9,10 In the plateau centers, measurements ofj are
generally difficult, due to the low values ofsxx in the QH
regime. However, at higher frequenciesj has been measured
recently, showing values of the localization length in the pla-
teau centers approaching the magnetic length.11 At higher
temperatures—or driving voltages—respectively, it is pos-
sible to obtain measurable values ofsxx at integer-filling fac-
tors se.g., Ref. 12d. It was shown that a monotonous increase
of sxx with the voltagesof rxx with the sample currentd oc-
curs before the quantum Hall effectsQHEd finally breaks
down. It is a long-standing question how far the breakdown
of the QHE itself is related to this increase ofsxx in the
subcritical regime. In earlier papers, a direct relation between
the critical value of the voltage or current and the subcritical
values ofsxx or rxx was postulated12–14 in the framework of
a phenomenological hot-electron model, whereas this rela-
tion was excluded in a model presented in a more recent
paper.15

Usually, the conductivity in subcritical QH systems is at-
tributed to variable-range hoppingsVRHd for low tempera-
tures below 1 Kssee, e.g., Refs. 16–18d. Increasing the tem-
perature, thermal activationsTAd over the Landau gap begins

to contribute and finally dominates the temperature depen-
dence of sxx.

19–21 At intermediate temperatures 1 K,T
,4.2 K, it was shown that both TA and VRH can coexist.22

In this study, we have investigated the conductivitysxx of
QH devices in Corbino geometry as a function of the tem-
perature between 70 mK and 4.2 K, of the source-drain volt-
age below the critical value, and of the frequency from dc up
to 10 kHz. At very low frequencies below 20 Hz, the mea-
sured values of the nonequilibriumsxx drop steeply from
their dc value to a saturation value, which is reached between
10 and 20 Hz and persists until some kHz. Thus, the local-
ization under nonequilibrium conditions is stronger, and
hence the stability of the QHE is higher compared to the dc
case. This is a rather unexpected result in view of the recent
findings concerning the ac QHE at kHz frequencies: preci-
sion measurement revealed an increasing loss of precision of
the QH quantization, in particular at the plateau flanks.23

A low-frequency decay of the conductivitysxx under non-
equilibrium conditionssfurther called nonequilibrium con-
ductivityd was predicted in earlier papers to explain the steep
increase of the maximum breakdown voltage and of the dy-
namical breakdown hysteresis, as observed in oscillation
generators based on Corbino QH devices.24,25In our previous
paper, ac measurements of the I-V characteristics of the QH
breakdown in Corbino devices directly revealed higher upper
limits of the breakdown hysteresis at frequencies of some Hz
as compared to the dc curves.25 Thus, the measurements in
this study of the frequency dependence of the nonequilib-
rium conductivitysxx give direct experimental evidence for
the predicted decrease ofsxx with increasing frequency, and
that sxx at subcritical voltages dominantly determines the
critical voltage for the breakdown of the QHE. With this, our
measurements cannot be explained by a model, postulating a
breakdown of the QHE independent of the prebreakdown
evolution of the conductivity.15 Instead, our measurements
confirm the prediction of the hot-electron modelsas devel-
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oped in Ref. 25d for the relation between the breakdown of
the QHE and the nonequilibrium conductivitysxx in the pre-
breakdownssubcriticald regime. Further, we found a domi-
nance of conductivity with a temperature dependencesxx
,exph−sT0/Td1/2j that is typical for variable-range hopping
sVRHd at temperatures below 1 K and an additional contri-
bution of thermal activation above 2 K. With this, our results
show that also very low energy excitationssof the order of
kBTd can determine the breakdown, not only the interband
excitationssof the order of"vcd.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

On two wafers of GaAs/GaAlAs heterojunctionsswafer
A: electron densityns=2.731011 cm−2, Hall mobility mH
=1.03105 cm2/V s; wafer B: ns=4.831011 cm−2, mH=1.8
3105 cm2/V sd, Corbino samples with an inner contact ra-
dius r i of 100 mm and three different radiira of the outer
contact of 150, 200, and 300mm si.e., three widths of the
two-dimensionals2Dd channel of 50, 100, and 200mmd were
patternedsaccordingly we refer to the samples asA100,B50,
etc.d. All samples were characterized by dc Shubnikov-de
Haas measurements and by I-V characteristics.fFor the val-
uesVmin andVmax, limiting the hysteresis of the QH break-
down in the dc regime, see, e.g., the inset in Fig. 1sad.g

From the enhanced amplitude of the relaxation oscilla-
tions previously observed in the bistable regime of the QH
breakdown in Corbino devices,24 we deduced an enhanced
dynamical hysteresis of the breakdown. Therefore, we con-
firmed this by taking the frequency dependence of the I-V
curves at low ac frequencies and found a steep increase of
the hysteresis in the frequency range from dc up to about
20 Hzsfor details, see Ref. 25d. This behavior was consistent
for all samples used in this studyssee a typical example in
Fig. 1d.

III. RELATION BETWEEN THE NONEQUILIBRIUM
CONDUCTIVITY sxx AND THE BREAKDOWN OF THE

QHE: THE HOT-ELECTRON MODEL WITH
BACKGROUND CONDUCTIVITY

An explanation of the existence of the hysteresis of the
current-voltage characteristics of QH devices at the break-
down of the quantum Hall effect can be derived from the
hot-electron modelsHEMd.12,13 In this model, the hysteresis
arises from the metastability of the power balance between
gain selectrical energy fed to the system per time and aread,
pgain=sxxsTeldEr

2 ssxx is the longitudinal conductivity of the
QH system,Er is the radial electric field in the Corbino de-
viced, and the energy-loss rateploss=f«sTeld−«sTLdg /trel,
which describes the relaxation of the energy per area«sTeld
at the elevated electron temperatureTel back to the energy
per area«sTLd at the lattice temperatureTL. The relaxation
time trel depends on the electron temperature for scattering at
phonons13 and, as shown later, by scattering at
impurities.14,26

The energy per area«sTd of the electron system as a func-
tion of temperature can be analytically calculated for the
Fermi energyEF situated in the middle of the Landau gap, if

there is a constant background density ofslocalizedd states
DBG, and if the relationkBT!"vc holds skBT: thermal en-
ergy,"vc: cyclotron energyd. This is valid up to temperatures
of 12–15 K for our samples, whereas the breakdown value
Vmax is typically determined by electron temperatures of
about 5–7 K. Thus, low-energy excitations of the order of
kBT within the localized states of the densityDBG determine
the value ofVmax within this approach. In contrast, a recent
model attributes the breakdown to excitations at the higher
energy of the order of"vc only, regardingDBG as unimpor-
tant in this respect.15 An essential aim of this study is to
confirm the validity of the approach considering low-energy
excitations within localized states of the densityDBG as
given above for the samples investigated in our experiments.

From the power-balance equation, the relation between
the radial electric field and the electron temperature can be
evaluated, if the temperature dependence of the conductivity
sxx is known,

sxxsTeld = s0 exph− D/kBTelj + sBG s1d

The first term in the sum of Eq.s1d describes the thermal
activationsthe activation gap isD="vc/2d, and the second
term sBG is a background conductivity, which can be attrib-

FIG. 1. Dynamic hysteresis of the QH breakdown as a function
of the frequencyssampleA100,n=2d. sad Separate plot of the hys-
teresis limitsVmax and Vmin as a function of the frequency. Inset:
corresponding I-V characteristicssdcd, showing the hysteresis in the
zero-frequency limit.sbd Modeling of the change of the hysteresis,
as observed for sampleA100, by a variation of the background
conductivitysBG shot-electron model, see textd.
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uted, for example, to hoppingssee also Ref. 14d. Whereas the
first term dominates at higher temperatures above about
12 K and determinesVmin, the background conductivitysBG
dominatesVmax at electron temperatures of about 5–7 Kfsee
Fig. 1sbdg. Thus, a neglecting ofsBG sor DBGd15 has no es-
sential influence on the determination ofVmin, but leads to
values forVmax being too small for our samplesssee belowd.

With an increase insBG, Vmax exhibits a pronounced de-
creasefsee Fig. 1sbdg up to the complete disappearance of the
hysteresissVmax<Vmind at sBG=1.3310−7 S=1.7310−3sxy.
If we attributesBG to a hopping conductivity, we can formu-
latesBG as follows for variable-range hoppingsVRHd:16–18,27

sBG = s0sTd expH− ST0

T
D1/2J with s2d

s0sTd = S0/T and s2ad

T0 =
Chope

2

kB4p««0j
s2bd

sS0: constant conductivity prefactor;T0: characteristic tem-
perature;Chop: hopping constantd. The temperature exponent
1
2 for variable-range hopping is, in contrast to the exponent
f1/s1+ddgd dimensionality of the systemd of Mott hopping,28

independent of the dimensionality and related to a soft Cou-
lomb gap near the Fermi energy.29

The essential parameter forsBG is the localization length
j, if hopping conductivity is assumed to be the essential
mechanism. An increase in the localization lengthsdecrease
of T0d yields, in accordance with Eq.s2d, an increase in the
hopping conductivity. Consequently, from the observed in-
crease of the hysteresis with the frequency as reported in
Ref. 25 a reduction ofsBG was predicted, accompanied by an
increase inT0. In general, an increase inT0 can be related to
a decrease inj, meaning a more effective localization. How-
ever, it is questionable how far Eq.s2bd, which was deduced
in the linear-response limit, can be applied quantitatively at
rather high voltages near the breakdown of the QHE. There-
fore, in this study we have measured the conductivitysxx as

a function of the bias voltage, frequency, and temperature.
Our data show clearly a trend of a suppressed delocalization
of electrons already at low frequencies.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As discussed previously,25 the HEM with background
conductivity predicts that the steep increase in the critical
voltageVmax of the QH breakdown observed at low frequen-
cies is due to a reduction of the longitudinal conductivitysxx
by about 1–10310−8 S sdepending on the sample proper-
tiesd.

Fig. 2 shows the dependence ofsxx on the frequency up to
120 Hz, as measured on the samplesA200 fFigs. 2sad and
2sbdg andB100fFigs. 2scd and 2sddg at different temperatures
s3.75 K and 1.6 K forA200; 2.9 K and 0.77 K forB100d.
The low-frequency drop ofsxx sfrom dc to 10–20 Hzd was
found between 2310−8 S fsee Fig. 2scdg and 1.4310−7 S
fFig. 2sadg at temperatures above 1.5 K.sPlease note thatsxx
is 4–5 orders smaller at 0.77 KfFig. 2sddg, measured above
f ù7 Hz with a highly sensitive amplifier, which made it,
however, impossible to resolve the far steeper change ofsxx
at frequenciesf ,7 Hz in this cased.

Consequently, the measured decrease in the nonequilib-
rium values ofsxx, which occurs in the same frequency
range as the previously measured increase in the dynamical
hysteresis of the QHE breakdown, directly confirms the pre-
diction of Ref. 25. This is straight experimental evidence that
sxx at subcritical voltagessVSD,Vmind directly determines
the breakdown of the QHE.

Further, the fact that the HEM provides a decrease ofsxx
which is required to explain the increase of the critical volt-
ageVmax in agreement with our measurements, proves that
Vmax is determined by the contributionsBG fEq. s1dg, which
is dominant at lower temperaturessTel<6 Kd. For these tem-
peratures, the thermal energy of the electronskBT
<0.5 meV is about a factor of 10 smaller than"vc/2. There-
fore, for typical sample parameterss"vc<10 meV, Landau-
level broadeningG<0.035"vc and density of localized
statesDBG<0.2 m* /p"2d the contribution of the thermal ac-
tivation to the enhanced energy per area«sTeld is approxi-
mately by a factor of 102 smaller than the contribution of the

FIG. 2. Longitudinal conductivitysxx as a
function of the frequency for the samplesA200
sad and sbd and B100 scd and sdd, measured at
different temperaturesssee legendd at filling fac-
tor n=2. The values ofVSD samplitude of the ac
voltaged are set well below the critical valueVC

of the dc-QH breakdownssee legendd.
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low-energy excitationss2 kBT around the Fermi energyd
within the localized states, characterized byDBG. This
means, that the valueVmax is determined by low-energy tran-
sitions sbetween localized states in the vicinity of the Fermi
energyd. This is a rather unexpected result, as the breakdown
of the QHE is usually attributed to higher energy differences
sfrom the localized states near the Fermi energy to the next
higher extended state—for an overview, see Ref. 30d. In par-
ticular, in a recent paper15 the authors concluded that the
breakdown does not essentially depend on the density of
localized statesDBG or on hopping contributionssBG to sxx.
The measured change ofsxx and Vmax with the frequency
confirms that this conclusion is not applicable for our sample
parameters at electron temperatures below 10 K. Our previ-
ous calculations25 yielded a different behavior of the lower
limit of the breakdown hysteresis,Vmin. As is visible in Fig.
1, Vmin was found experimentally to be only weakly depen-
dent on the frequency, in accordance with our calculations.
As Vmin is determined by electron temperatures ofTel
<15 K, sBG is not as important in comparison to the contri-
bution of thermal activation over the Landau gap. Therefore,
the conclusion in Ref. 15, that the QH breakdown is domi-
nated by transitions to the extended statessand not bysBGd,
is only applicable to our samples with respect to the lower
limit of the breakdown hysteresisVmin.

Although the order of magnitude of the measured change
of sxx agrees quite well with the prediction of the HEM, the
measured saturation values ofsxx at T.1.6 K are 1 or 2
orders higher than calculatedflarger deviations at higher
temperatures, see Figs. 2sad–2scdg.

In order to explain these larger saturation values ofsxx,
one could in principle invoke the idea of an inhomogeneous
carrier distribution and the resulting evolution of current-
carrying filaments31,32at the breakdown of the QHE.33 These
filaments develop preferentially in sample zones with a lo-
cally enhancedsxx sfilamentd=sh, whereas other parts of the
sample can remain in the QH regime at lower values ofsxx
sQHEd=s,. Thus, the breakdown, also as modeled within the

HEM, is dominated by the local properties of the filaments
si.e., by shd. If the filaments occupy an angular sectora of
the Corbino devicefthe remaining sectors2p−ad is ats,g, a
global measurement ofsxx=ksl yields

ksl =
ISD

VSD

lnS ra

r i
D

2p
= s, +

a

2p
ssh − s,d , sh s3d

Thus, inhomogeneities acting as precursors of the filament
would lead to subcriticalsxx values measured at values lower
than predicted by the HEM. Instead, the experiments yield
the opposite trend.

If we assume an additional 2D conduction mechanism
to explain the higher saturation values ofsxx, this would
directly influence the measured hysteresis and is therefore
less probable. It is more likely that the higher saturation
values of the conductivityfalthough absolutely still small—a
measured value ofsxxssatd=6.7310−7 S corresponds to 8.6
310−3sxyg are due to parallel conduction in the GaAlAs dop-
ing layer of the heterostructure wafers. Such a parallel chan-
nel would only influence the measured valueksl, but neither
sxx in the 2DES nor the breakdown properties of the QHE in
this system. This assumption is supported by the strong de-
crease ofsxxssatd when decreasing the temperature below
1 K ssee belowd.

To clarify the conduction mechanisms which contribute to
sxx, we measured the temperature dependence in two differ-
ent temperature rangessbetween 2 K and 4 K in a He4 cry-
ostat, and between 330 mK and 1 K in a He3/He4 dilution
refrigeratord at various fixed voltagesVSD below the critical
breakdown value and fixed frequencies from 7 to 27 Hz.

In Fig. 3, we see two different plots ofsxxsTd fln sxx

= fsT−1d assuming thermal activation, and lnsxx= fsT−1/2d as-
suming VRHg for the two temperature rangesswafer Ad. At
temperatures above 2 K, both plots yield reasonable linearity
fFigs. 3sad and 3sbdg. Consequently, TA and VRH are not

FIG. 3. Longitudinal conduc-
tivity sxx sdcd at filling factor n
=2 as a function of the tempera-
ture. sad Arrhenius plot sxx

= fs1/Td, sample A200, VSD

=360 mV,T.2 K. sbd VRH plot
sxx= fs1/T1/2d of the same data as
in sad. scd Arrhenius plot sxx

= fs1/Td, sample A100, VSD

=804 mV,T,1 K. sdd VRH plot
sxx= fs1/T1/2d of the same data as
in scd.
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separable at these temperatures. However, at temperatures
below 1 K, the VRH plot yields a better linearity than the TA
plot fFigs. 3scd and 3sddg. Thus, at these temperatures, VRH
may be assumed to be dominant to determinesxx. The fact
that the absolute values ofsxx are smaller than in Fig. 2 is
due to the lower electric fields appliedsthe values given in
Fig. 2 denote the amplitudes of the sinusoidal voltaged for
the temperature-dependent measurements.

From the VRH plots, the values of the characteristic tem-
peratureT0 can be deduced. Fig. 4 shows the dependence of
T0 on the applied voltageVSD and on the frequencyf. As
expected,T0 decreases markedly with increasing subcritical
voltagefdc, see Fig. 4sadg. This indicates a growing delocal-
ization of the electrons with the voltagesalready at subcriti-
cal voltagesVSD,Vmind. The question may arise of whether
a hopping conduction can be assumed to persist at rather
high subcritical voltages ofVSD,0.5–0.8Vmin, and whether
a localization lengthj can be deduced from the values ofT0
obtained at higher voltages. Rather few theoretical18,34 and
experimental22,35,27 studies have addressed the problem of
hopping conductivity in QH systems in the presence of
higher electric fields. In these studies, the influence of the
finite electric fieldE is described by an effective temperature
Teff, which is enhanced by the energy gain of the electrons in
the electric field according to

kBTeff =
1
2eEj s4d

Taking typical values of our experiment,uEu=4 kV/m and
an estimated value ofuju<10 mm hthe decrease ofT0 as a
function of VSD fFig. 4sadg and the increase ofT0 as a func-
tion of the frequencyfFig. 4sbdg would correspond to an
increase ofj from 4 mm to 22mm and to a decrease ofj
from 7.7mm to 6.6mm, respectively, if Eq.s2bd were appli-
cablej, one obtainsTeff,200 K. Such a temperature would
not only terminate the hopping regime, but would also result
in a complete breakdown of the QHE. However, as the QHE
clearly persists atuEu.4 kV/m in our samples, the localiza-
tion length j as estimated from the VRH plots ofsxx vs
temperature as in Fig. 3sdd cannot be correlated to the energy
gain of the electrons. This is because the scattering properties
of QH systems are highly anisotropic due to the Hall angle
sbetween current densityj and electric fieldEd close to 90°.
Under ideal QH conditions in a Corbino device, the radial
voltage VSD drives a circular currentIy, and ISD=0 holds.
Assuming an average distance between two scattering events
smost likely at Coulomb potentials of impurities26d along the
drift direction of the electrons of the order of the localization
length j, a single inelastic scattering event would displace
the electrons, traveling on equipotential lines perpendicular
to the radial field, radially by about the cyclotron diameter,
Dr ,2Rc. In case of low Landau levels,Dr is of the order of
the magnetic length. Correspondingly, the theory of Fogleret
al.34 predicts a localization length approaching 2Rc in the
center of a QH plateau. As it is difficult to measure the lo-
calization length at low electric fields at integer-filling fac-
tors, this prediction is hard to prove. However, the
asymptotic behavior ofjsnd measured in Refs. 11 and 35
shows a trend of a reduction ofj towardsRc if n approaches
integer values. Thus, if we replacej in Eq. s4d by its com-
ponent in the direction of the electric field, i.e., the magnetic
length, we obtain an enhancement of the effective tempera-
ture of DT,0.2–0.3 K. This would explain the persistence
of both the QHE and the VRH regime at bath temperatures
below 1 K.

The meaning of a quantityj as obtained from a VRH plot
according to Eq.s2bd at high electric fields remains a ques-
tion if the scattering is highly anisotropic. As the order of
this quantity corresponds to the typical drift distances be-
tween scattering events obtained in earlier studies,33 jsVRHd
may stand for the unperturbed circular movement of elec-
trons. Because this distance, at least for an assumed isotropic
distribution of scatterers, has also to be overcome radially by
the electrons to contribute toISD, a corresponding value ofj
may also determine the VRH plots ofsxxsTd. However, this
assumption would involve multiple scattering at impurities,
displacing the electrons in radial direction by about 2Rc for
each scattering event, without a complete loss of the phase of
the wave function. To our knowledge, there is yet no com-
plete theory of the anisotropic scattering properties in non-
eqilibrium QH systems available.

As mentioned above, the frequency dependence of the
characteristic temperatureT0, obtained fromsxxsTd at differ-
ent frequencies 7 Hz, f ,27 Hz, would correspond to a
small decrease of the localization lengthj. The moderate
decrease corresponds to the slight reduction ofsxx as shown
in Fig. 2sdd for the same sampleB100 atT,1 K in the same
frequency range.sAs mentioned above, measurements ofsxx

FIG. 4. Characteristic temperatureT0 obtained from VRH plot
ssee insetd, sad as a function of the subcritical dc voltageVSD

s70 mK,T,770 mK, sampleA200d and sbd as a function of the
frequencys70 mK,T,770 mK, sampleB100, subcritical ac am-
plitude VSD=400 mVd.
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below 7 Hz were technically not possible forT,1 K.d From
the results we conclude that the delocalization in the QH
system becomes less effective in comparison to the dc case if
alternating electric fields with high but subcritical amplitudes
are applied.

In Fig. 5, we show a scheme of a possible scenario to
explain the effect: the closed loops represent localized states
scompressible islandsd inside the QH system. If a constant
electric field is applied or the frequency is sufficiently low,
electrons tunnel at a rather high rate between the compress-
ible islands, which increases by this process.36,37 Thus, with
a certain probability they can be transferred from the source
sSd to the drainsDd contact via these compressible islands
strajectoriesB in Fig. 5d. If an alternating electric field is
applied, the electrons start from any compressible islands
and tunnel at a certain rate towards the neighboring com-
pressible islands electrode via the localized states during the
presence of one half wavet1/2 of the electric field. If this half
wavet1/2 is short enough, the polarity of the ac field changes
before the compressible states start to overlapstrajectories of
type A in Fig. 5d. The trajectories of typeA contribute noth-
ing to the source-drain current and thus tosxx.

36,37 Further-
more, a redistribution of the compressible islands themselves
can be assumed to be responsible for the delocalization of
electrons at high electric fields.

As the steep drop ofsxx occurs typically at about 10 Hz
splease note that the drop in Fig. 2sdd is by orders of magni-
tude smaller than in Figs. 2sad–2scd and represents the very
tiny changes within the saturation ofsxxd, the time t1/2
=1/s2fd is of the order of 50 ms. This appears rather long in
view of the delocalization times of a few nanoseconds as
measured in pulsed breakdown experiments.33 However, the
measurements presented here are performed at subcritical

electric fields ofESD/Ec<0.5 sEc is the critical electric field
for the breakdown of the QHEd, whereas the data in Ref. 33
were taken at 1.2,ESD/Ec,3. The delocalization times are
determined basically by the transition times between com-
pressible islands or the redistribution of those, which are a
strong function of the applied field and of the temperature.
sTime scales for the redistribution of charges between local-
ized states up to about 20 min at mK temperatures have been
observed.38d The dissipative current densityjx related to tra-
jectories of the typeB is quite small. A simple estimate of
jx=nsejsTel,ESD, fd / t1/2 yields 1.2310−7 A/m for the satu-
ration current density for sampleB100 atTel,1 K, ESD/Ec
<0.5, f .10 Hz, far smaller than the corresponding circular
current densityj y=sxyESD<0.3 A/m. The saturation value
of sxx=2.9310−11 S from the estimate above agrees supris-
ingly well with the saturation value measured for this sample
at T=0.77 K, f =27 Hz, andVSD=0.4 V. In view of the en-
hanced saturation values as discussed above, this could indi-
cate a strong reduction of the parallel conduction in the
doping layer when reducing the temperature from
1.6 K to 0.77 K.

V. SUMMARY

In previous measurements, we have observed a steep in-
crease of the dynamical hysteresis of the breakdown of the
QHE with increasing frequency up to 10–20 Hz. This in-
crease stems from an increase of the upper hysteresis limit
Vmax at an almost unchanged lower hysteresis limitVmin ssee
Ref. 25d. We could predict such a behavior within a hot-
electron modelsHEMd by the assumption of a background
conductivity sBG of the QH system which drops already at
low frequencies. In this study, we proved this by measure-
ments of the conductivitysxx sat voltages far from equilib-
rium, but below the critical voltage for the breakdown of the
QHEd of GaAs/GaAlAs Corbino devices in the quantum
Hall sQHd regime at low frequencies from dc up to 10 kHz.
At very low frequencies up to 10–20 Hz,sxx shows a steep
decrease from its dc value towards a reduced saturation
value. This decrease ofsxx is of the same order as predicted
by the HEM. Measurements of the temperature dependence
of the nonequilibriumsxx from 70 mK to 4.2 K revealed
a dominance of a background conductivity with a
temperature-dependence-like variable-range hoppingsVRHd
sxx,exph−sT0/Td1/2j for temperatures below 1 K and an ad-
ditional contribution of thermal activation above 2 K. This is
a clear evidence that the conductivity at subcritical voltages,
in particular the background contributionsBG, directly af-
fects the maximum breakdown limitVmax of the QHE. This
background contribution, and thusVmax, are therefore domi-
nated by low-energy excitations between compressible is-
lands. In contrast, the lower limitVmin of the hysteresis is
determined by activation processes from localized to ex-
tended states. The characteristic temperatureT0 as deter-
mined from VRH-like temperature plots of the conductivity
also showed an increase with the frequency. We attribute
these results to a less-effective delocalization of electrons in
alternating external fields with increasing frequency, due to a
reduced heating and scattering between compressible islands.

FIG. 5. Schematic picture of the suppression of the delocaliza-
tion at low frequencies. Electrons start from the compressible is-
lands and tunnel towards neighboring compressible islands. The
electric field changes sign before the compressible islands start to
overlapsac, trajectoryA, no contribution to source-drain currentd. If
the electric field is permanently applied, the electrons accomplish
their way between the electrodes via the compressible islandssdc,
trajectoryB, finite source-drain currentd.
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The time scale for the additional ac localization is rather long
s50–100 msd and determines the saturation limit of the non-
equilibrium conductivitysxx of the QH system.

From the results we can conclude for our samples that the
breakdown stability of the ac QHE at low frequencies is
distinctively higher than in the DC case.
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